4-H Club Signs. by Anonymous,

CONSTRUCTION
DETAILS
its outline may be drawn in with a lead
When all signs are built and painted
white, obtain the 4~H Club sign pattern
from the Extension Service District Agent's
office. Place the pattern on the sign and
draw lines around it with a soft lead pen-
cil. Be sure the Texas map pattern is placed
so that the letters will be on a horizontal
line and so there will be an equal distance
from the pattern to the edge of the sign
at each side and at the top and bottom. A
few pieces of drafting tape ormasking tape
will help hold the pattern in place.
Painting: Before putting the sign togeth-
er. the edges. ends and sides of all boards
should be painted wi th a good grade of
enamel undercoating. Then the sign can be
put together and painted allover with two
coats of high grade. whi te, outside enamel.
Make pencil marks in the horizontal
series of slots so that guide lines may. be
drawn for your county's name. Draw the
outline of the small triangle and the small
circle in the center of the Texas map
pattern. Now remove the Texas map pattern
and place the 4-H Club emblem pattern on
the sign so that the small triangle and
circle will line up exactly with the ones
you have already drawn. This will locate
the 4-H Club emblem in the proper place and
pencil.
Select the correct stencil letters you will need for your county name and line
them up on the tuide line. Try spacing the letters various ways until you are
satisfied that the sign will have a pleasing or balanced appearance and draw in the
outline of the letters. The only thing left to do now is to place the stencil which
says -Agricultural Extension Service. Texas A. & M. College System- in the lower
left hand corner of the sign and trace the letters.· When the pattern has been used
for all the signs you have, please return it to the Extension District Agent's office
so that another county may use it.
Use a high grade green outside enamel to paint in the green portion of the
sign as shown on page 1. Select a green calor that will matc~ the green of the 4-H
Club automobile stickers. A few sign painters' brushes will make it easier to paint
the letters and the emblem.
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